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principles to all spheres of life including divrei kefirah. That is a far cry 
from an unconditional intellectual endeavor in the domain of kefirah. The 
Rambam himself (Hil. Sanhedrin II: 1) says that members of the 
Sanhedrin were supposed to be familiar with the practices of 'avodah 
zarah. It, therefore, seems both obvious and natural to conclude that the 
Rambam's reading of 'avodah zarah literature was done with the 
intention of "understanding and decision-making." 
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THE THIRTEEN PRINCIPLES OF JEWISH FAITH 

A prose counterpart to the poeticYigdal; both of whiCh summarize the 
principles set out by Mo·ses Maimohides (1135-1204 ). The first five are about 
God: (1) His existence; (2) His uriity; (3) His incorporeality; (4) Hrs·etet~ 

SHAI;IARIT'FOR'.WEEKD:AYS --------------

THETHIRTEEN PRINCIPLES OF JEWISH FAITH 

l; lbelieve·with.perfectfaith~ 

thatthe Creator, 
blessed be His name; 
creates and rules all creatures, 

2:o2: 

and that He alone made, makes, and wilrmake;.all!thfugs .. 

2; !-believe witliperfectfaith 
thatthe Creator, 
blessed'he His•name, is One; 
that.there"iscno oneness like His in anyway; 
and·thatHe·alone is•our God who was, is, and ever. will'be: 

3· I bellevewith.perfect faith 
thattfie creator, 
blessed be His name; is not physical, 
that no•physieal attributes can apply to Him,, 
and that there is nothing.whatsoever to compareto·Him. 

4. I believe with·perfectfaith· 
that. the Creator, 
blessed he His name; is first and last .. 

s. I believe with· perfect faith· 
that the Creator, . 
blessed be His name, 
is the only one to whom it is proper to pray; 
and that it is improper to pray to anyone else . 

6. 1 believe· with perfect faith 
that all the words of the prophets are true. 

7• 1 believe with perfect faith 
that the prophecy of Moses our teacher, 
peace be to him, was true, 
and that he was the father of the prophet's -
those who preceded him and those who followed him .. 

nity; and (s) the belief that He alone is to be worshiped~ The next four.. are 
about revelation: (6)beliefin prophecy; ( 7) the unique status.ofMoses·as 
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the greatest of the prophets; ( 8) the Divine authorship of the Torah; and 
( 9) the immutability of the Torah. The last four are about reward, punishment 
and justice: (10) God knows our thoughts and deeds; (n) He rewards and 

SHAI;IARIT FOR WEEKDAYS------------

8. I believe with perfect faith 

that the entire Torah now in our hands 
is the same one that was given to Moses our teacher, 
peace be upon him. 

9· I believe with perfect faith 

that this Torah will not be changed, 

nor will there be any other Torah from the Creator, 
blessed be His name. 

10. I believe with perfect faith 

that the Creator, blessed be His name, 
knows all the deeds and thoughts ofhumanity, 
as it is said, "He fashions the hearts of them all, 
comprehending all their deeds:' 

u. I believe with perfect faith 

that the Creator, blessed be His name, 
rewards those who keep His commandments, 
and punishes those who transgress them. 

12. I believe with perfect faith 

in the coming of the Messiah, 
and though he may delay, 
I wait daily for his coming . 

13. I believe with perfect faith 
. that the dead will live again 

at a time of the Creator's choosing: 
blessed be His name and exalted be His mention 
for ever and all time . 
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punishes; (12) He will send the Messiah; and (13) in time to come, He will 
bring the dead back to life again. The presence of this passage is a reminder 
that the siddur is not just a book of prayer but also of faith. 
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422 OTHER WRITINGS 

The Eleventh Fundamental Principle is that God rewards those who 
perform the commandments of the Torah and punishes those who 
transgress its admonitions. The greatest reward is the world to come· 

' the worst punishment is extinction. We have already made this 
sufficiently clear. The Scripture which teaches this fundamental prin
ciple is "If you will not forgive their sin, extinguish me." To which 
God replied, "I will expunge from My book only the man who has 
sinned against Me" (Ex. 32:32 ff.). This proves He knows both the 
obedient and the sinner, and rewards or punishes each. 

The Twelfth Fundamental Principle refers to the Messianic Era. We 
are to believe as fact that the Messiah will come and not consider 
him late. If he delays, wait for him ( Hab. 2:3); set no time limit for 
his coming. One must not make conjectures based on Scripture to 
conclude when Messiah will come. The sages said: "May the Spirit 
depart from those who calculate the end-time" (Sanhedrin 97b) . 
One must believe that the Messiah will have more station and honor 
than all the kings who ever lived, as all the prophets from Moses to 
Malachi prophesied. Whoever doubts this or minimizes it denies the 
Torah which testifies to it explicitly, in the Balaam story and in the 
passage that begins, "You are standing ... " ( Deut. 2.9:9) . A corollary 
of this principle is the assertion that the king of Israel must come 
only from the house of David and the seed of Solomon. Anyone who 
rejects this family denies God and the words of His prophets. 

The Thirteenth Fundamental Principle is the Resurrection of the 
Dead, which we have already explicated. 

When a man believes in all these fundamental principles, and his 
faith is thus clarified, he is then part of that "Israer' whom we are to 
love, pity, and treat, as God commanded, with love and fellowship. 
Even if a Jew should commit every possible sin, out of lust or mas
tery by his lower nature, he will be punished for his sins but will still 
have a share in the world to come. He ·is one of the "sinners in 
Israet" But if a man gives up any one of these fundamental princi
ples, he has removed himself from the Jewish community. He is an 
atheist, a ·heretic, an unbeliever who "cuts among the plantings." We 
are commanded to hate him and to destroy him. Of him it is said: 
"Shall I not hate those who hate You, 0 Lord?" (Ps. 139:21). 

I have spent too much time on these matters, leaving the gen· 
eral subject of my book. But I have done so because I saw their use· 
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26 Introduction 

how a judgment proclaimed with conviction as certainly true may neverthe
less be entirely wrong in every detail.'139 This is so, for as the present book 
seeks to demonstrate, even a cursory examination of Jewish literature reveals 
that, both before and after his time, Maimonides' Principles were not regarded 
as the last word in Jewish theology. 

Nevertheless, it is amazing that so few modern rabbinic scholars have 
explicitly acknowledged this fact, even when writing for their peers. It is pos
sible that many scholars simply regarded it as obvious and perhaps others 
even began believing their own rhetoric. Whatever the reason, I have found 
only three modern traditional scholars who openly acknowledge the validity 
of disputes concerning the Thirteen Principles. E... Samuel David Luzzatto 
(I8oo-6f).,1.4

Q a~~~me S<!g<;S had disagr,~flwi!,h the..RL4J£i..R\~, 
)"rites: 'Heaven forbid thatwea.gree with Majmonjdes in what he said (in his. 
commentary on Sanhedrin, ch. 10), thatJUlYone who does nm_~lie~~ 
P.erfect_faith in the Thirteen Principles that he set up for our religion has left, 
the fold and is a complete heretic.'141 R. Reuven Amar writes: 'With regard to 
the Principles of Faith, Maimonides' words are not to be regarded as divinely 
revealed since he did not receive them via tradition dating back to Moses, but 
they are the product of his own reasoning and knowledge.'142 R. Bezalel N aor 
writes: 'The truth, known to Torah scholars, is that Maimonides' formulation 
of the tenets of Jewish belief is far from universally accepted.'143 I have found 
one other source that departs from the notion that the Thirteen Principles are 
the last word in Orthodox theology, though it is not as blunt as the scholars 
quoted above. Surprisingly enough, it is the editors of the Artscroll publish
ing house, regarded by many as the quintessential Orthodox obscurantists, 
who offer a careful formulation, stating that the Principles achieved 'virtually 
universal acceptance'. 144 After examining the evidence, I think most readers 
will agree that even this statement is wide of the mark. 

139 Major Trends, 130. 
140 Although, strictly speaking, Luzzatto should perhaps not be categorized as 'Orthodox', I have 

included him because of his strong ties to tradition. In fact, it is probably not helpful to refer to Italian 
scholars by categories developed in western Europe. In Italy he was always regarded as a traditional 
scholar, and he trained a generation ofltalian rabbis. My reluctance to categorize him as Orthodox is 
due to the fact that in a private letter he admitted that he did not accept a certain halakhah as set down 
in the Talmud, preferring instead Ibn Ezra's interpretation of the verse in question. However, he also 
noted that this was a completely private opinion. See Luzzatto, Letters, 246 (concerning shaving with 
a razor). In one essay, Luzzatto claimed that the book of Ecclesiastes was a heretical work: see Peninei 
shadal, 161-206. However, he later retracted this view: see Vargon, 'Identity', 365-84. With regard to 
Luzzatto's original view of Ecclesiastes, the closest parallel among traditional sources is that of R. 
Israel Bruna, who seemingly states that the book of Ecclesiastes was not divinely inspired; see id., 
She'elot uteshuvot, no. 66. 

141 Studies, ii.19. 142 S. Berlin,Besamimrosh, appendix, 40. 
143 Post-Sabbatian Sabbatianism, 8. In his note, Naor writes that he heard this insight from his 

teacher, R. Shelomoh FisherofJerusalem. 144 Scherman (ed.),ArtscrollSiddur, 178. 
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Manv vears a2:o Leon Roth wrote: '0 for the masteroiece 
~u"!z.lis~1.E.ot o£1¥ ... anonymously_l;?J:lf e!so posthumously) Wl:1:tt1i. wijl 
demonstrate to our formula-bound souls that there is no single one of the • 
Thirteen Articles eve9 of Maimonides' alle&.,ed creed which was not rejected, 
explicitly or implicitly, by leading lights in the hi§,tS?!Y of1udaisllb inch,J.ding, I 
f~cy (but only whiseer the susQicio!lh.._I.E less <Lper~on than Maimonides 
@111self.:145 As we shall see, Roth has exaggerated only slightly in this state
ment. His basic thrust is certainly on the mark, even with regard to his sug
gestion about Maimonides himself. Unlike Roth, however, I do not believe 
that the present book, masterpiece or not, must appear anonymously or 
posthumously. After all, the Jewish inquisitorial authorities closed up shop a 

long time ago. 146 

i§' 

The plan of this book is simple enough. After a short examination of the place 
of dogma in Judaism, I will proceed to examine each of Maimonides' Prin
ciples and document the controversies concerning them. Since this is a study 
of Maimonides' Principles and not Maimonidean philosophy as a whole, I shall 
generally refrain from detailed discussion of an esoteric Maimonides who 
would be regarded as a heretic according to his own Principles. However, 
where Maimonides openly contradicts the Principles in his other writings, fur
ther examination is called for. 

I must make one more point about the structure of this book. As I have 
already demonstrated, it is often asserted that Maimonides' Principles were 
accepted as dogma by the traditionalists-what is today known as the Ortho
dox denomination of Judaism. This being the case, it would make no sense in 
the context of this book, which deals with traditional responses to the Prin
ciples, to discuss those scholars who are not regarded as acceptable to the 
traditionalists (and who, in fact, usually did not regard themselves as trad
itional or Orthodox). To be sure, some figures mentioned in this book have 
been involved in disputes and opposed by members of the wider community, 
as was indeed the case with Maimonides himself. 147 However, the scholars 

145 L. Roth,Is There A jewish Philosophy?, n (called to my attention by Professor Menachem Kellner). 
146 To be sure, there are still some heresy-hunters about. After my original article appeared in the 

Torah u-Madda]ournal, both myself and the editor of the journal, Rabbi Dr Jacob J. Schacter, were 
attacked in a scurrilous fashion by Binyarnin Jolkovsky in the Satmar paper Yidishe tsaytung (28 July 
1995). Jolkovsky, who telephoned me for an interview, was at least honest enough to admit that he 

had never read the article. 
147 A good example is R. Abraham Isaac Kook, who was regarded as a heretic by many of the anti

Zionist Hungarian rabbis, including a figure who is himself quoted a number of times in this book, 
R. Hayim Eleazar Shapira ofMunkacz. See H. E. Shapira, Divrei torah, vi, no. 82; id., Sha'aryisakhar, 
373; Weinberger (ed.),Igerotshapirin, no. 219. 
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him are his control of self. When a man achieves human perfection, 
it restrains him from doing those things which are called vices and 
which withhold perfection from him; it urges and impels him toward 
those things which are called virtues and which bring him to full per
fection. This is what all the teaching of the sages have made clear· to 
me about this most important matter. 

I hope to write a book collecting all the sages' teachings on this 
subject from the Talmud and other works. I shall interpret them sys
tematically, showing which must be understood literally and which 
metaphorically, and which are dreams to be interpreted by a wakeful 
mind. There I shall explain the many principles of our faith of which 
I have discussed a few here. You must make your own comparisons. · 
Let no one blame me for the freedom with which I have used certain 
expressions or made certain statements in this book, though they 
may irritate some scholars. For I have expatiated on these points pre
cisely in order to teach those with no training in theology, a subject 
which not every man can understand .... * 

We must remember in connection with this subject, and indeed with 
all others, that our religion is based on the following thirteen princi
ples: 

The First Fundamental Principle: To believe in the existence of the 
Creator; that there is an Existent complete in all the senses of the 
word "existence.'' He is the cause of all existence. In Him all else 
subsists and from Him derives. It is inconceivable that He not exist, 
for should He not exist the existence of all else would be extin~ 
guished, and nothing could persist. If we imagine the absence of any 
other existent thing, however, God's existence would not thereby be 
extinguished nor diminished. For unity and mastery are only God's, 
since He is sufficient to Himself. All else, whether angels or celestials 
and whatever is in them or below them, needs Him to exist. This 
first fundamental principle is taught in the Biblical verse: "I am the 
Lord your God" (Ex. 20:2). 

The Second Fundamental Principle: We are told to believe that 
God is one, the cause of all oneness. He is not 'like a member of a 
pair, nor a species of a genus, nor a person divided into many discrete 

*See Guide, introduction. 
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The Existence and Unity of God 
;!I' 

The First Principle 

T HE FIRST PRINCIPLE declares that God exists, that he is perfect in 
every way, and that he is the cause of the existence of all things. The Prin

ciple also includes the belief that God is eternal, for he is 'an existent Being 
which is perfect in all aspects of existence', and perfect existence precludes dis
solution. Needless to say, later Jewish thinkers all concurred with Maimon
ides that God exists, is eternal, and is perfect. Those thinkers who significantly 
limit God, as we shall see (particularly in our discussion of the Tenth Prin
ciple), do not dispute with Mairnonides the fact that God is perfect and thus 
omnipotent. According to them, the fact that even God cannot do the impos
sible is not an imperfection, and Maimonides agrees with this. He explains 
his position in Guide i. 75: 'We do not call a human individual weak because 
he cannot move one thousand hundred-weights, and we do not attribute to 
God, may He be exalted, incapacity because He is unable to corpify His 
essence or to create someone like Him or to create a square whose diagonal is 
equal to its side.' In Guide iii. 15 he writes: 

The _i!E:p~ossible has a stable nature, one whose stability is constant and is not made 

~y __ a~ ~;t](er; J!j~l!!l.P~l.t:SQ. ch~gtOJU!UllY~Y.· fienc~ _t,h.!;.,P-.2,~L9Y,:Ja:.JR~ 
maker of the impos,sil;>l~ i_~ -D:~ .. ~t;_tri~!d£~£L!~lb,t~~ .!hit iu_,.gqjnt«about whi..sl;l. 
none of the men o!!£eculatic;p @!:.~y~~.:.--"...;,.:~18~~ 
]?ring iJ1tQ~J9.ste!1q; some<_>n_e E~<:liimss:lf. OJ: sh~'!\s!:..~illJ:sJ~i~~ 
b~come .. ~- _b()~y, ()J:J)~~~d EP-..eng~;;}ll of ~~~J!:i.JlS~\~?}~g,S,<?-!;!!S..cJ2;~~~,<!~ .. 
i!llpossible;,~~!hS,P,9.~~~!2,<!£...~£L~Lth~~~~-t:bJJ2g~,~~2_t,h~,~~i~~<h2 

This view is a non-controversial position reaffirmed by all post-Maimon
idean philosophers.3 Even befot;e Maimonides arrived on the scene, the same 

1 SeeR. Joseph ibn Kaspi's commentary on the Guide,Amudei kesef umashkiyot kesef, ad Joe., where 
he discusses this point with reference to Christian doctrine. 2 See also Guide ii. 13. 

3 R. Abraham Azulai wrote: 'God can do all things that are impossible according to nature, for he 
created nature, but it is not to be imagined that he can do things that are impossible according to 
reason .... Yet there is no need to publicize this among the Gentiles ... because if they hear it they 
will be led to doubt God's existence': id., Ba'alei berit avram, 121. Since the context of this comment 
shows that he is speaking about Christians, the words just quoted would appear to refer to the 
Trinity. In other words, if Christians learn that a triune God is an impossibility, it will lead them to 
complete unbelief, which is worse than their present doctrine. 
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notion was strongly affirmed by Sa'adiah Gaon.4 Kabbalists could also feel 
comfortable with this basic idea, and the great Spanish mystic R. Ezra ben 
Solomon (died c.1238) is just as adamant as Maimonides that it implies no 
defect in God to assert that he cannot do the impossible.5 The dispute 
between Maimonides and those who 'limit' God is only over what constitutes 
the impossible, with Maimonides having a more restricted understanding of 
this than some other thinkers. 

It is worth noting, however, that there have been Jewish thinkers who reject 
Maimonides' basic assumption, and believe that God can do the logically 
impossible. They argue that this is only impossible from the human stand
point, and there is no reason to posit that 'because the human intellect cannot 
conceive the existence of something possessing simultaneously contradictory 
properties, such existence is necessarily impossible in reality'.6 Against those, 
such as Maimonides, who argued that God cannot do the impossible and, in 
particular, asserted that God can have no physical movement, the Tosafist 
R. Moses Taku (thirteenth century) wrote: 'They are issuing a decree to the 
Creator as to how He must be. By so doing they are degrading themselves.'7 

R. Nahman of Brat~lav also aJ~ rpat, G<;>,d "cap <j~~Y...i\UJ.2.QS§ible) 
and that to clail1!,2!\}e!J;"i~e.i!i.J9.1J~St~j~t Gq_d) ... f~'i£.T.:..Q!1e .. P.f hl,s discipl~ .. 
rS!ortecl:: _ 'f!e mentions. that J! says in ~eir [the philosophers'] books: "Is it 
possible that a triang~ be a rectangle?" ..9~--E:~~ said: "I believe that God 

~..a1c;.~~,..gl~f2.r t!;ls,~ya~A~t<; !J,i .. <iden from !!§.i He i1 
qmffircotent,_and no deed is beY.ond Him.'~'8 As Arthur Green put it in sum
marizing R. Nahman's position, 'Faith is to exist even in the face of logical 
absurdity .... The tradition ofTertullian has here found its Jewish parallel.'9 

4 Emunot vede'ot, i. 3, ii. 13. See H. A. Wolfson, Repercussions. This view was also standard among 
both Christian and Muslim philosophers. See id., Philcsophy, 578-89. 

5 Nahmanides, Kitvei ramban, ii. 494 (commentary on Song of Songs 3: 9); Scholem, Studies, 28. 
For a long time R. Ezra b. Solomon's commentary on Song of Songs was mistakenly attributed to 
Nahmanides. See Chavel's introduction in Nahmanides, Kitvei haramhan, ii. 474-5; Vajda, Commen
taire. 6 Fox, Interpreting Maimonides, 30. 

7 Ketav tamim, ed. Kirchheim, 82. Although he calls the idea 'strange', R. Elijah Delmedigo, 
Be~inat hadat, 82, seems to regard the notion that God can do the impossible as an acceptable belief. 
See Ross' note, p. uo. 

8 See Green, Tormented Master, 306. See, similarly, R. Tsevi Elimelekh ofDyn6w, Beneiyisakhar, 
'Sivan' 5: 19 (ro3a); Marcus, Keset hasofer, 9. 

9 Green, Tormented Master, 306. In his note, Green writes: "'Their books" here may be a garbled 
reference to Maimonides' Guide 3: 15.' Actually, the 'garbled' reference is probably to Albo, St:fer 
ha'ikarim, i. 22, who, unlike Maimonides, actually discusses triangles and squares. R. Nahman's posi
tion is also discussed in Jacobs, Faith, 20I-9, who calls attention to the similar view of R. Aaron 
b. Moses ofStarosselje. See also Jacobs, Seeker, IOI-2. Tertullian is often quoted as saying 'Credo, quia 
absurdum est' (I believe, because it is absurd), yet these exact words are nowhere found in his writings. 
What he does say is, 'Certum est, quia impossibile est' (It is certain because it is impossible) and 'pror
sus credibile est, quia ineptum est' (it is by all means to be believed, because it is absurd [senseless]). 
See De carne christi, 5. On whatTertullian meant by these phrases, see Roberts, Theolcgy, 75-8. 
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DUTIES OF THE HEART 

CHAPTER I. 

The definition of the whole-hearted acceptance of the Unity of God 
is accord of hea.rt and tongue in the acknowledgment of the Creator's 
Unity, after certainty of His existence and of His absolute Unity has been 
obtained from proofs set forth in the rational method. For the 
re•ognition of God's Unity varies among human beings, in correspondence 
with the variations in their powers of perception and comprehension. One 
declares God's Unity, but only with his tongue. He has heard others say 
something; and he follows them without knowing the meaning of what 
he is saying. Another acknowledges the Unity of God with his mind as 
well as with his tongue. He understands the meaning of what he says, 
but only through the tradition which he has received from his ancestors. 
He has however no clear conception of the import of what he has received 
on this subject traditionally. A third acknowledges the Unity of God 
after he has become convinced by logical proof of the truth of the doc
trine. But he concei,·es God's Unity as being like other existing unities; 
and so comes to form a material conception of the Creator and to repre
sent Him under a form and likeness, because he does not realize the true 
nature of God's Unity and Being. Finally, there are some who acknowl
edge God's Unity in their hearts and with their tongues, after they have 
understood the concepts of true and conventional Unity; and have adduced 
proofs of the certainty of God's existence and of His absolute Unity. 
This is complete recognition of the Unity of God. And therefore I 
have defined the complete recognition of God's Unity as the accord of 
heart and tongue in the acknowledgment of the Unity of the Creator, 
after one is able to demonstrate the doctrine and has knowledge of the 
connotation of His absolute Unity, obtained br the rational method of 
investigation. 
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